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Article Body:
I know it held me back for nearly two years before I finally saw it. You don’t need to take th

I wanted to title this article The Ultimate Secret To Your Online Success. But I suspected tha

I consider what I ’discovered’ the ultimate secret not because you can’t find it anywhere. You

I do consider it a secret because it took me almost two years online to discover. It stared me

Then after two years of struggling to make any decent income online, it was time for some deep

I had my back against the wall: It was either turn it around and start making money online, or

What I really needed was to discover what I was doing wrong for the past two years, and change
It didn’t take me long to discover what I was doing wrong. And this brings me to the ultimate
LASER FOCUS

If you have been trying to make money online and haven’t been very successful, you can probabl

While still at my old job, I discovered the world of the online marketing. Got quite excited a

I did some research and have invested in what I considered to be the best ebook on the subject

Few months later when the opportunity came up (or so I thought at the time), I decided to beco
I really applied myself the first couple of months or so.
Then I discovered another great book on affiliate marketing. Bought it.
Then I discovered this great tool that would help you not only create great looking affiliate
I really liked the idea, so I bought the tool.

Slowly but surely, I was becoming more and more confused. Which guru do I follow? All three ap

I lost my focus. As I lost focus, my search engine traffic stopped growing. As my traffic stop

Then I discovered that another affiliate marketer got quite successful buying ads on Google. I
It only started getting worse from here on.

Over the period of little more than a year, I managed to spend thousands of dollars on various

The problem was not with the materials I bought, the problem was that I didn’t apply any of th
I wasn’t following any one expert for long enough to give myself a fighting chance. I was too
Affiliate marketing is one of the greatest opportunities on the face of the Earth. And so too
Why am I telling you all of this?

It certainly doesn’t give me any satisfaction to talk about my failures. The only reason I wan
Please learn from my mistakes. Life is simply too short to make all of the mistakes yourself.

I want to save you months or years of frustration. Once you waste that time, it’s gone forever

You need FOCUS. Not just any type of focus. You need LASER FOCUS. If you look at a 40 Watt lig
Focus means, doing only one project at a time.
Focus means, bringing your current project to fruition, before you embark on another one.
Focus means you stop buying every new ebook or PHP script that comes out - which you often do
Focus means unsubscribing from all ezines, except one or two that you consider the absolutely

Focus means not wasting your time surfing the net. At least not until all of your tasks for th
The day you regain your focus, your life will change around. Mine has.
May the focus be with you.
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